Join...

...as a Member, Affiliate, or Friend of HxA. It's the best way to show your support for heterodox thinking. Once you join, you'll receive regular news, resources, and announcements. Join here.

Make Connections

There are several ways to engage with the world-wide Heterodox community. Here are just a few:

- Join an HxCommunity to find other open-minded individuals in your discipline, country, or in similar academic roles. (And check out the funding available to HxCommunities!)
- Attend an event (and bring a friend!)

Tell Us About It!

We want to hear about how HxA has helped you advance open inquiry, viewpoint diversity, and constructive disagreement. Did you...

- ...use one of our tools?
- ...attend an event that changed your perspective?
- ...make a valuable connection through HxCommunities?

Share your experience here (and receive HxA SWAG!)

Promote Heterodoxy

- Post the HxA Way in your office, classroom, or dorm room
- Start a reading group of All Minus One
- Write an Op-Ed related to our mission, or pitch to the HxA Blog
- Collaborate with others to host an event on your campus
- Administer the Campus Expression Survey
- If you're an educator, use our tools in your classroom. We recommend starting with: Dialectical Thinking Classroom Activity and Creating Connection to Generate Deeper Discussion.
- Incorporate HxA videos in your teaching
- Support our mission by making a tax-deductible donation
- Tell others about our work

Learn More About Us

Get acquainted with our mission, work, and frameworks. We suggest starting with the HxA Way, this essential reading list, and our FAQs page.

You can also follow us on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and Instagram.